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ABSTRACT
Historically the producers of collotype printing have been secretive and
taken a proprietary attitude toward the production of collotype prints.
Therefore, knowledge about and information on the growth of the
collotype industry has been minimal. Although the collotype process
produces prints that are amoung the most beautiful and delicate of any
graphic arts medium, collotypes presently are rarely produced
commercially or even as an artistic medium. Eventually, the making of
collotypes will be a lost art.
The primary objective of this thesis was to produce a portfolio of
photographic images which illustrates all of the production steps in the
making of a collotype print. Included with the photographic essay is a
condensed history of collotype, a technical review of the collotype printing
process, and analysis of the present state of collotype printing.
This thesis endeavors to ensure that the techniques used to produce
collotype prints are accurately documented. In addition, the thesis presents
an illustrated record of the contemporary collotype printing process.
To ensure the proper procedures and techniques necessary to produce a
quality collotype print, a
collaboration with an expert collotype printer was
initiated. Thus, the collotype printing and subsequent photographic
documentation was done with Kent Kirby at his Light-print Press in Alma,
vii
Michigan. Kirby is one of a handful of individuals working in collotype
today, and his studio is one of the last remaining collotype studios in the
world. He is an expert collotype printmaker and the author of Studio
Collotype, (1988) the most comprehensive manual on collotype printing.
Though his book contains extensive information about collotype, it lacks a
visual narrative of the collotype process.
In addition to the photographic documentation, there is a written
description of the collotype printing process. This includes sections on the
press, plate preparation, plate exposure, substrate information, printing
techniques, ink and its application, and dampening solutions.
This thesis project also includes a historical background of the process and
an analysis concerning the state of contemporary collotype for commercial
and artistic applications. The research includes information gathered
during interviews with expert contemporary collotype printers such as
Kent Rush of the University of Texas, San Antonio, James Hajicek of
Arizona State University and Kent Kirby. In addition, interviews were
conducted with Michael Intrator of Black Box Collotype, Andre DePolo of
Alinari Archive, Florence, Italy, Ms. Leibiger of Lichtdruck Grafisches
Zentrum fur Druckkunst, Dresden, Germany, and Tom Reardon, formerly
with The Jaffe Heliochrome Press, New York as to their insight into the
demise of the commercial collotype.
The backbone of this thesis project is a portfolio of eighteen original black-
and-white matted and mounted silver prints that photographically
document the collotype process. In addition to the documentary
photographs, the portfolio also contains an original photograph and an
original collotype reproduction. These two images enable the reader to





The Collotype: A History, Process, and Photographic Documentation
attempts to provide an historic and visual record of the collotype process.
This portfolio of photographs and descriptive text preserves a body of
knowledge that throughout the history of the collotype has been difficult
to get at or nonexistent. The goal of this thesis project is, in a small way, to
document the virtues of the collotype.
The intent is to supply a document that may be used as a handbook or
reference to the contemporary collotype. The historical background
contained in this thesis project provides an introduction to the collotype
and a discussion of its vocabulary. The technical content describes the
materials and processes of contemporary collotype printing.
To prepare a photographic documentation, it was necessary to find and
visit a collotype studio. This was not an easy task. Regrettably, there are
no commercial collotype printers remaining in the United States, and
there are very few collotype
printmakers in the United States. One of the
last remaining collotype studios
is Light-print Press located in Alma,
Michigan. This studio is operated by Kent Kirby, one of the foremost
experts on the collotype print. After several conversations, Kirby
graciously agreed to
produce a collotype print while the author photo
graphically documented
his plate making and printing procedures.
This thesis contains a portfolio of documentary photographs, as well as an
original black-and-white silver print and a collotype printed from the
original negative. The photographic series documents the making of this
collotype. The silver print and collotype print provides an interesting
comparison of the two processes.
Statement of the problem
While several publications have been produced over the past ten years
that promote the virtues of collotype, none have included a visual
documentation that illustrates the production of a collotype print. In fact,
the literature review revealed no publications that adequately provided
visual documentation of the collotype printing process. In addition, these
recent publications have had little effect in slowing the demise of this once
popular photomechanical process. As a commercial process the collotype
is literally extinct in the United States, it survives as a continuous tone
printmaking process. Within the next ten years, except for a few diehard
advocates of the process, the collotype may be forgotten even as a
print-
making art form. This thesis photographically documents the collotype
printing process from coating the plate to the final printing of a plate. This
portfolio of images provides an historic record of this mystical process.
Background
The Collotype
The collotype process was invented in 1855 by French engineer Alphonse
Poitevin as a method for reproducing photographs. Through the years
Poitevin's original ideas have been modified and improved. For each new
inventor and modification new names were coined including Albertype,
lichtdruck, inkphoto, hydrotype, photogelatine, artotype, and phototypie.
The collotype is a continuous tone photomechanical process based on the
properties of gelatin and potassium bichromate. A liquid solution of these
materials is spread on a metal, glass, or acetate plate. This plate becomes
light sensitive upon drying. When this gelatin plate is exposed to light
through a negative, a chemical reaction is created between the gelatin and
bichromate. The gelatin hardens in proportion to the amount of light that
strikes the plate. The thin areas of the negative allow more light to reach
the plate thus hardening the shadow areas. In contrast, the dense highlight
area allows little light to strike the plate and leaves a relatively soft gelatin.
Once properly exposed, dried and aged, the plate is ready for printing. Col
lotype is based on the principle that oil and water do not mix. The plate is
printed in a manner similar to the lithograph. The plate is dampened with
a solution of glycerine and water, then a greasy lithographic ink is rolled
over the surface of the plate. The unexposed portions of the plate soak up
water and then repel the greasy ink. In the exposed areas, the hard, dry
surface of the gelatin repels moisture but accepts the ink.i
The imaged collotype retains the characteristics of the negative, including
a wide range of grays, rich blacks with fine definition, and open shadow
detail. As an ink-to-paper process, the collotype has long-lasting archival
properties.
1 Helena Wright, Imperishable Beauty: Pictures Printed in Collotype (Washington,
D. C: National Museum of American History, Smithsonian Institute, 1988).
Light-Print Press
To assist with the production of the collotype and to provide a studio for
the documentation, the process was carried out under the direction of
collotype expert Kent Kirby. Since the mid 1970s, Kent Kirby has been an
advocate for the collotype. He authored Studio Collotype, the definitive
book on the history and science of collotype printing, and continues to
publish articles that champion the attributes of the collotype. His Light-
print studio in Alma, Michigan, provides a workshop environment for
seekers of collotype knowledge. Mr. Kirby was a valuable resource for the
research into and documentation of this project.
Light-print Studio has been designed to replicate a collotype studio of the
1930s when collotype was still a viable commercial process. The studio
consists of three rooms: a darkroom, pressroom, and a finishing room.
The darkroom contains a combination whirler and oven for coating and
drying plates, an enlarger, process camera, copy stand, and sink. The
pressroom contains two Vandercook presses and drying racks.
The Documentary Photograph
From the inception of photography, the documentary image has been used
to chronicle major world events as well as routine daily life. The very first
photograph, which is attributed to Nicephore Niepce, is basically a docu
ment of light as seen in his image View from His Window at Le Gras. The
inherent ability of the camera to
function as a recording device lends itself
to the documentary genre. Many of the masters of photography have
approached their chosen medium in a documentary manner. Their vision
and creative aesthetic transcends the image as a record and brings it into
the world of art.
A contemporary master of the documentary image is Brazilian photo
grapher Sabastiao Salgado. Following the Desert Storm War photo-
journalist Salgado was sent by the New York Times Sunday Magazine to
Kuwait's oil fields. His assignment was to document the carnage left by the
Iraqi army. While his photographs document the extreme devastation to
Kuwait's environment, the most moving of his photographs commun
icate the hopelessness of the situation. His portrayal of the oil workers as
they desperately try to put out fires and cap off destroyed oil wells expresses
the utter despair over their monumental task. Salgado's work is penetrat
ing because of his vision, and his ability to tell a story.1
While the photographs used in this project will not have the drama that is
associated with a Salgado photograph, the intention is to bring a personal
vision to this thesis project that expresses formal elements of composition,
light, and technical excellence. These documented images will inform the
viewer while representing a personal visual aesthetic.
Reasons for Interest
My career as an educator and photographer began in 1977 following my
graduation from RIT. While my initial photography interests were in
advertising, I became more and more interested in the possibilities that
the documentary photograph holds. In the mid-1980s my first major
documentary project was dedicated to photographing the Flat Tops
Wilderness of Colorado with a large format-camera. These
black-and-
white landscape photographs inspired many additional projects. Over the
past ten years, I have documented the Day of the Dead in Oaxaca, Mexico,
the indigenous markets of Oaxaca, Yellowstone National Park, and the
coast line of Acadia National Park.
1 New York Times SundayMagazine, (June 9, 1991).
The nineteenth-century expeditionary photographers have always intri
gued me with their dedication and stamina in producing large-format
pictures under extreme conditions. The impressive books by Francis Frith,
Carlton Watkins, and William Henry Jackson contain beautiful original
albumen prints of their landscape photographs. As wonderful as their
volumes are, I am most inspired by Edward Curtis's books which contain
photogravures of Native Americans. There is something about
continuous-tone ink on paper that has a depth and luminosity that goes
beyond the albumen or silver print.
My enthusiasm for fine-quality printing was nourished and heightened by
RTT's curator of the Cary Library, David Pankow. During his History of the
Book and History and Techniques of Twentieth Century Printing classes, I
was exposed to the fine art of printing and book design.When David
introduced me to the collotype I knew that it would be a natural thesis
topic to investigate and to document.
Chapter Two
A CONDENSED HISTORY of the COLLOTYPE
The Birth of the Collotype
With the invention of photography the need to reproduce realistic contin
uous-tone images became a challenge for the printing industry. Though
printing houses at this time were well experienced with relief printing,
lithography, and intaglio reproductions, they were not prepared to
reproduce the photographic image. As the popularity of photography
swept Europe, unsuccessful photomechanical processes came and went as
quickly as they were invented in an attempt to meet the demand for
photographic reproductions.
In 1852, the photographer/inventor William Henry Fox Talbot, an Eng
lishman, was the first to patent a photomechanical process using
dichro-
mated gelatin. Though he never pursued his discovery, it became a basis
for the early collotypes.
The French chemist Alphonse Louis Poitevin patented a process in 1855
that clearly describes the principles
of the collotype. The patent reveals the
use of gelatin mixed with potassium dichromate; when coated onto a sur
face and exposed to light under a photographic negative, the result was a
plate that, when dampened, could be inked and printed. In Poitevin's case
his plate was a lithographic stone sensitized with a gelatin mixture. His
experiments yielded multiple prints of fine detail in continuous-tone that
he called photolithographies Although Poitevin's printing firm produced
successful collotypes, the process was inconsistent and provided only 300
to 700 impressions per plate. Eventually it was discarded by Poitevin.
Photography historian Helmet Gernsheim credits F. Joubert with per
fecting the collotype process. An article in The Photographic Journal
published in 1860 includes an example of Joubert's
"phototype."
Gernsheim said of the print; "It is the perfect photographic half-tone, far
surpassing anything else achieved by that date."2 Joubert's technical
methods were never published and his work with collotype seems to have
been short-lived.
Collotype did not become a practical and productive process until Josef
Albert, a photographer from Munich, made a series of improvements.3
Albert, known as the "father of collotype,"* solved the unstable gelatin/
surface problem by using glass plates as a base for the chromated gelatin,
and improved the adhesion of the gelatin by first preparing the glass with
an original gelatin chromate layer that had been exposed to light.5 In
addition, Albert discovered the value of a mixture of glycerine and water
as a dampening agent that would allow numerous impressions before
re-
dampening of the plate was necessary. His experiments in using multiple
inks of varying viscosity
showed that a delicate tonal gradation in mid-
tone values could be achieved. He was the first to produce three-color
collotype. Albert's dedication to the
"Albertype"
led to the development of
power driven presses designed specifically for collotype printing. This
advancement enabled him to print larger, more cost-effective editions.
1 Kent Kirby, Studio Collotype: Continuous Tone Printing for the Artist, Printmaker,
and Photographer (Dalton, Massachusetts: Heliochrome Press, 1988), 3.
2 Helmut and Alison Gernsheim, The History of Photographyfront the Camera
Obscura to the Beginning of theModern Era
(London: Thames & Hudson, 1969), 547-48
3 Joseph Maria Eder, History of Photography, trans., Edward Epstean (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1945), 618.
4 Kirby, 7.
5 Eder, 618.
Albert's success was affirmed by the public in 1868 where his portraits
printed in collotype were awarded a medal at the Third German Photo
graphic Exposition in Hamburg. At the Nuremberg Exhibition of 1877 his
show of 130 color prints was awarded first prize.
Unlike many practitioners of the collotype process, Albert published a
brochure of his methods. Nineteenth-century photography historian J.M.
Eder states:
The history of the invention of the collotype process and its variations
is treated exhaustively in the brochure by August Albert, Die
Verschiedenen Methodendes Lichtdrucks."1
Albert's contributions to collotype printing may have been the most
significant of the nineteenth century.
By the end of the century, many variations on Albert's methods were in
use, and in several cases new names for the collotype were coined by each
practitioner. The German lithographer, Max Gemoser used the term
"Lichtdruck"
(meaning light print) for collotype prints that used litho
stones to support the gelatin plate. This name is still the most common
term for collotype in Germany. In 1869, the English photographer Ernest
Edwards took out a patent that made a virtue of gelatin's inherent
difficulty in adhering to a surface. This process he called the
"heliotype."
Edward's technique was to add chrome alum to the gelatin as a hardening
agent. Once exposed and washed, the gelatin could be removed from a
waxed support and then adhered to a pewter plate. The advantages were
that the hard gelatin could produce many impressions while the pewter
backing would not break on the press as glass would. The major




A description/advertorial of the process is found in The Heliotype Process
published by Edward's Heliotype Company where the writer states:
The value of the Heliotype as a reproducing process can hardly be
over-estimated, and in describing the reproductions of Raphael and
Michelangelo: . . . nothing can exceed the beauty and brilliancy of these
reproductions. They are masterpieces placed within the reach of
people of moderate fortune, and destined, we hope, to drive from the
walls of English homes the low-cost vulgar prints that now deface
them.i
Joseph Albert received the first American patent for his Albertype on
November 20, 1969. Later the rights were purchased by Edward Bierstadt.2
His first collotype printing establishment was the Photo Plate Printing
Company in New York City. One of Bierstadt's goals was to control the
collotype industry in the United States. In 1878, he became partners with
Gilbert Harroun and established the Artotype Company, which became the
largest collotype firm in the country. He successfully produced
"artotypes"
until the end of the nineteenth century. Bierstadt's patent control plan
lasted only one year, until patents held by Ernest Edwards, Emil Rye, and
others permitted numerous American printers to gain access to collotype
technology.
By the turn of the century the collotype was being practiced with a high
degree of acceptance, quality, and sophistication. The Photographic News
reported in 1887 that "the rapid and cheap multiplication of photographs
was well solved by the collotype
process"
and that Germany was leading in
its practice.3 A description of the trials and tribulations of printing a
collotype appeared in an article written by W. E. Woodbury for the
1 The Heliotype Company, The Heliotype Process (London: The Heliotype Co.,
1872). This is an abridged prospectus.
2 Tom Reardon andKent Kirby, "Collotype: Prince of Printing
Process."
Printing
History 25 (1991): 9.
3 James Hajicek, Technical Note, Collotype: An Old Process Meets a Contemportary
Need, Tony Delap and The Floating
Lady. (Tempe, Az.: Arizona State University, 1988),
29.
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The Photographic News August 20, 1886:
In cases where a large quantity of prints are required, the
Schnellpresse (quick press) is used. This press is very similar to the
ordinary lithographic press, and is usually worked by a small gas
engine... . The manipulations are generally carried out by two
persons-usually a girl and a skilled mechanic. A man who has been
accustomed to lithographic work is the best for this purpose. It
requires, as we know, a practiced and skilled hand to produce a good
lithographic print, but in the collotype process, where a gelatine
printing block is used instead of a stone one, as may be imagined,
practice and skill are still more necessary. The only way to obtain
good prints from a block is by coaxing judiciously with roller and
sponge; but no amount of theoretical teaching will make a good
printer. When in the machine, the plate lies upon a large steel bed.
This bed, with the glass block, moves horizontally to and fro, and in
so doing passes under about a dozen ink-rollers, some of leather
and some of glue, which not only apply the ink to the gelatine plate,
but dispense it; the surface of the block being touched by every one
as it passes underneath. Whenever the printing block passes from
underneath, immediately an inked slab takes its place, and imparts
more colour to the rollers. The duty of the man is to see that the ink
is applied regularly to the printing block, and in sufficient quantity.
The girl's duty is to stand at some height above the machine, and
place the sheets of paper around the huge cylinder, which, in
revolving, presses against the block, and in this manner receives an
impression upon it. It is necessary for the printer to stop the press
every few minutes in order to damp the block. This is done with
glycerine and water, by means of a
small'
sponge. Before again
resuming work, a leather roller is passed over, in order to remove
all superfluous moisture; and the block is once more ready for
printing from. In order to see how skillful the printer must be, one
has only to watch the number of useless proofs that are at first
obtained, and to see how gradually improvement takes place by dint
of cleaning, rubbing, rolling, etching, &c. In many establishments
two kinds of ink are used-i.e., a dark ink and a light one-for
producing the half-tones; but it is quite possible to secure delicate
and vigorous impressions by employing one ink, and the two
already mentioned kinds
of rollers. About one to two thousand
impressions can be taken off in a day with these quick presses, but
they are obviously not quite so fine as those which can be produced




The collotype proved to be the fastest and cheapest continuous-tone repro
duction for small editions. A late nineteenth-century collotype printer
could produce one to five hundred impressions in a day. Duplicate plates
were prepared for larger editions. Many collotype firms claimed to be able
to print up to 2,000 impressions per plate, but that claim is rebuffed by H.
Trueman Wood in his 1887 book Methods of Illustrating Books. Wood
states:
Roughly speaking, it may be said that it is very good work to get five
hundred impressions, and that the plate is likely to give out after
two or three hundred... a second plate from the original negative is
not a matter of any great difficulty. Unfortunately, such a second
plate is not likely to be identical with the first, and the prints from it
will not be uniform in character with those from the first."i
As the demand for collotype printing expanded, the need for even faster
presses and more durable plates became evident. New steam-powered
presses designed for collotype printing were entering the market and
gaining acceptance by the mid-1880s. The Thomas W. Hall Co. of
Stamford, Connecticut developed a press that could print impressions in
sizes up to 44"x 64". These Hall presses were in use by Black Box Collotype
of Chicago until the 1980s.2
One of the most significant advances in collotype printing was developed
by August Albert (no relation to Joseph Albert) in 1896. A professor of
printing at Graphische Lehr-vad Versuchsanstalt, Albert introduced the
aluminum plate as a support for the gelatin.3 This solved the problem of
glass breakage, enabled larger print sizes, and the use of faster rotary
presses in which the plate was wrapped around the impression cylinder.
Collotype gradually bested its
completion. Though of equal photographic




quality,Woodburytypes were replaced by collotype or photogravure
because collotypes were relatively cheap to produce and could be printed
on paper with clean margins. Therefore, text could easily be added later.
The collotype was ideal as a book illustration, i Although new technologies
were evolving that would dramatically change the industry, collotype
approached the twentieth century as the premier printing process for
high-
quality short-run photographic reproductions.
Collotype in the Twentieth Century
The introduction of the half-tone screen, was responsible for the short
lived success of collotype as the process of choice for the printing industry.
In 1900, there were approximately a hundred printing establishments in
London producing half-tone printing. Not only did this new process
require less skill, but it permitted the simultaneous printing of image and
text.2 Collotype became the victim of a new technology that would
continue to improve in quality throughout the twentieth century.
Collotype was not without its admirers, however, and a few printing
companies continued to make a profit printing in collotype. The highly
respected Vienna firm ofMax Jaffe, founded in 1875, printed collotype
longer than any other firm. It wasn't until 1910, when son Arthur Jaffe
joined the firm, that they printed in collotype exclusively. His develop
ment of color collotype enabled the firm to specialize in quality photo
reproductions. Their first large order was for a series of facsimiles of old
masters in Italian galleries for the Medici Society of London.3 Jaffe would
become famous for his Museum reproductions. In 1936 Arthur Jaffe
opened his own Arthur Jaffe Heliochrome Company in New York City
1 Eder, 619.
2 Hajicek, 30.
3 Reardon, Printing History, 13.
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and proceeded to provide printing for virtually every major museum in
the United States.* The "House of
Jaffe"
continued in business until 1980.
Other collotype houses of note included Meriden Gravure in the United
States, Trianon Press in France, and Ganymed Press in Germany. Each
press was prominent through the mid century for their reproductions of
fine works of art, exceptional art books, and catalogs.
Despite the success of a few firms, the Great Depression and continued
advances in printing technology forced most collotype houses to close, and
by mid-century the collotype print was relatively unknown by the public.
Most people had never heard of an Albertype. Even Meriden began calling
their prints "photogelatins."2 One of the saviors of collotype at this time
was the movie poster. Some posters were ideal for collotype printing,
because they were needed to be produced in short runs with multiple
impressions.
Possibly the most respected proponent of collotype was Harry Lerner of
Triton Press. From 1949 through 1986, Triton was known for quality and
innovation. They would eventually produce original works of art for
Robert Rauchenburg and Paul Jenkins. Lerner was influential in the
development of plates that could last for 3,000 to 4,000 impressions with
out additional dampening. Overall runs might exceed 10,000 impressions.3
Lerner set standards of quality control from the plate room to the printing
press that enabled precise and repeatable standards for collotype.
Black Box Collotype was one of the last commercially successful collotype
houses in the United States. During the 1950s and '60s they printed
large-
scale posters, reproductions, and translights printed
on plastic for backlit




displays. Under the guidance of Michael Intrator, Black Box also printed
for photographers and produced original artworks.
Today, Jaffe, Trianon, Ganymed, Triton, Studley/Heliochrome, Black Box
and all the other collotype printing companies in the United States have
gone out of business or have moved toward other methods of printing.
Meriden Gravure switched to offset lithography in 1967 and Black Box
Collotype is now printing continuous-tone offset. Several collotype houses
still exist in Europe. Alinari of Florence, Italy, has resumed the printing of
collotype reproductions primarily from their archive. At least one
collotype house is operating in Germany. The Leipziger Lichtdruck
Werkstatt in Leipzig has recently started working with artists on limited
edition portfolios.
The handful of contemporary collotypists in the United States come from
printmaking or artistic backgrounds. Artists /photographers like Todd
Walker have utilized the collotype as a printmaking medium for original
works of art. Walker has created limited edition prints from his photo
graphs and self-published artist books. Walker's book, A Tew Notes:
Selected Prom Lesson A of Wilson's Photographies of 1881 contains
several collotype prints. In the late 1980s, publications by Arizona State
University's Visual Arts Research Institute showcased faculty and various
visiting artists producing
collotypes. These collaborative portfolio and
book projects were created at the ASU facility.
Collotype and ItsApplications
With the invention of photography came the immediate need to duplicate
the realism of the original photographs. The collotype represents one of
the first methods of successfully reproducing photographs by the means of
an ink-on-paper photo-mechanical process.
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One of the primary uses of collotype has been to reproduce works of art for
framing. As early as the 1870s masterpieces of painting, engraving,
drawing, and sculpture could be purchased for less than a dollar. Ernest
Edward's Heliotype Company advertised that the production of its pictures
"cheapened art without degrading it."i
Edward's heliotype plant had grown to 72 employees by 1872. They pro
duced the first book of illustrations in heliotype, The Expressions of
Emotions in Man and Animals.1* The photographs by O. G. Rejlander were
used to illustrate the book. The first English printer credited with
producing books illustrated with collotypes was Spencer, Sawyer, Bird and
Company. They printed a number of travel and scientific books including:
Notes in Holland, (1871) Digby Wyatt's Architect's Note Book in Spain,
(1872) and Illustrations of Fossil Plants (1877).3
The collotype appeared to reach its zenith during the 1880s and 1890s. Its
ability to render subtle tonal gradations and detail made it the ideal process
for reproduction of scientific illustrations, advertising and trade catalogs,
and artistic objects. In 1887, H. Trueman Wood gives high praise to the
ability of the collotype, writing:
Collotype lends itself admirably to the reproduction of artistic
objects in low relief, such as coins, medals, bas-reliefs, etc. In fact it
would be difficult to imagine finer results than it gives in this
branch of art. It is as perfect a representation of the original as can be
transferred to paper.4
Colored collotypes were being used in many books at this time, including
J.J. Tyler's Wall Drawings and Monuments of El Kab: the Tomb of Paheri,






One of the best examples of facsimile reproduction, Le livre d'heures de
Louis d'Orleans, used ten colors.1
Quite possibly the best known of the late nineteenth-century works in
which collotype process was used was a series of photographs by Eadweard
Muybridge. His famous photographs of The Horse in Motion published by
J. D. B. Stillman contained three heliotypes. But it was Muybridge's
monumental series, published as Animal Locomotion, an Eectro-
photographic Investigation of Consecutive Phases of Animal Movement,
that he became best known for. This series, printed by New York Photo
gravure in 1887, contained 781 collotypes in eleven volumes.
Travel became a popular subject for illustrated books, and collotypes were
often used for the photographic reproductions. One of the earliest of these
books was by the well-known photographer John Thompson. His book,
Illustrations of China and Its People, was beautifully printed with over 200
illustrations. Henry Gorringe's Egyptian Obelisks was wonderfully
illustrated with thirty-two artotypes, as was the fine book Costumes and
Customs in Japan by Kazumasa Ogawa. One unusual book was Gems of
American Scenery, Consisting of Stereoscopic Views among the White
Mountains which was illustrated with albertypes and contained a
stereoscope built into the binding.
The popularity of travel postcards
became a commercial success for
collotype printers. Although some printers kept their high standards in
printing the postcards,
most collotype houses became more concerned
with the quantity of
production than the quality. The production of these
postcards may have added to
the demise of the collotype. The collotype to
some degree had lost its aura as a high-quality reproduction process. It had
1 Luis Nadeau, Encyclopedia of Printing, Photographic, and Photomechanical
Processes (Fredericton, New Brunswick: Atelier Luis Nadeau, 1989), 73.
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become a cheap quick method for producing postcards, cabinet cards, and
carte-de-visites.
The Jaffe Presses, Meriden, and Ganymed upheld the integrity of the high
quality collotype reproduction through the first half of the twentieth
century. Jaffe was known for their fine museum reproductions, Meriden
printed commercial catalogs of silverware and, later, fine art
reproductions. Their most impressive work is, however, DeTolnay's four-
volume Michelangelo. Ganymed continued collotype production of
facsimiles of the works of Blake, Cezanne, Picasso, and others until 1963. 1
Triton Press and Black Box Collotype continued the tradition of fine art
reproductions in collotype through the 1980s.
The collotype today survives as an artistic print medium for original
works of art. Artists Robert Rauchenburg, Francis Bacon, Henry Moore,
Todd Walker, and Betty Hahn, to name a few, have used the collotype as a
printmaking medium. The collotype still serves as a means to illustrate
books. Many limited-edition
artists'
books have been illustrated with
original collotypes over the past twenty years. In 1983, Steven and Meryl
Chayt produced Collotype, Being a History, Practicum, Biobliography of
the Collotype Process at their Anachronic Editions private press, that lauds
the virtues of collotype. Each of the eighty-five copies contains original
collotypes.
Despite the commercial demise of the collotype, it is still respected and
admired by many. Artist Tony Delap, while printing his portfolio The
Floating Lady, recalled his first experiences with collotype: "They're splen
did. The one thing that impresses me
about the collotype is the wonderful
range of the softness of the black and white. I think that's amazing."2
1 Kirby, 31.
2 Lucinda Gedeon, et al, "Interview with Tony
Delap"
Tony DeLap and The floating
Lady: The Artist/Magician as Magician/Artist (Tempe, Az.: Arizona State University,
1988), 14.
Chapter Three
REVIEW of the LITERATURE
The thesis research was divided into several categories to provide a
complete range of information. An investigation of the history, materials
and processes of collotype, and the state of contemporary collotype was
necessary to understand and to produce collotype prints. In addition,
documentary photography styles and approaches were examined in
preparation for the production of a portfolio of images that documents the
contemporary collotype studio and process.
The Collotype
The collotype has a unique relationship to photography as a graphic arts
process and as an original photographic process. Many of the early invent
ors and practioners of collotype were photographers. In the historical data
concerning the collotype that was
collected for this project, a number of
photography-oriented books referred to the collotype as an alternative
process to silver prints or as an early photographic process. This indicates
that the collotype was viewed as an original image process with a close
alignment to photography.
The initial investigation of collotype printing produced a surprising
amount of information describing the collotype and its history. As the
research was broadened, it became evident that most of the early
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technical information concerning commercial collotype printing is vague
and unhelpful. Charles Gamble's book; Modern Illustration Processes
describes the effect of reticulation on the print; his indecisive comments
read as follows:
Ease in printing demands the formation of a well defined reticulation,
though its absence does not mean that the plate cannot be printed
far from it; nor does this mean that the grain must be corse. The sen
tence must be taken to imply no more and no less than what it says.1
Another problem, at least for this author, in researching collotype is that
many of the early books and publications are in German. Fortunately, a
number of recent publications contain valuable information that is
lacking in older texts.
One can almost follow the success of the collotype by the number of pub
lications that describe or analyze the process throughout the course of its
history. By the late nineteenth century, many books, articles, and patents
were published. Proceeding through the twentieth century, there is less
published information available. Ironically, the late 1970s and 1980s saw a
proliferation of articles and publications about collotype printing. Two
books were published that detailed the technical and historical aspects of
the collotype. In 1983, Steven and Meryl Chayt published Collotype, Being
a History, Practicum, and Bibliography of the Collotype Process, which
reviews the history and present state of the collotype. Chayt's book was
possibly the first book about
collotype since T. A. Wilson's The Practice of
Collotype, published in 1935. The second book, Studio Collotype,
Continuous Tone Printing for the Artist, Printmaker and Photographer by
Kent Kirby, stands as the most complete book on the history and process of
the collotype print. After a dozen years of research Kirby and Heliochrome
Press published the Studio Collotype in 1988. At that time collotype
seemed to be making a revival.
1 Charles W. Gamble, Modern Illustration Processes (London: Sir Isaac Pitman &
Sons, 1938) p. 224.
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In the late 1980s, publications by Arizona State University's Visual Arts
Research Institute, showcased collaborative printmaking by faculty and
various visiting artists at the ASU printmaking facility. In one such
publication, Tony Delap and The Floating Lady, Professor James Hajicek
describes the nineteenth-century history of collotype.
The exhibition and accompanying catalog Imperishable Beauty, sponsored
by the Smithsonian Institution's National Museum of American History,
was presented in 1988. The exhibition's curator, Helena Wright explains:
The purpose of this exhibition is to celebrate the imperishable beauty
of collotype and to document the aethetic qualities this process has
contributed to visual contexts in science, commerce, and art. The
superb tonal quality of collotype prints has influenced visual com
munication for more than a hundred years."1
These recent publications attempt to revive the collotype as a printmaking
option since collotype seems to have little if any value for commercial
printers.
Photography
The painter Henry Matisse stated in Camera Work in 1908: "Photography
can provide the most precious documents existing, and no one can contest
its value from that point of view. If it is practiced by a man of taste, the
photographs will have the appearance of art. . . . Photography should
register and give us documents'^
From the inception of photography, the photograph has been used to
authenticate an event, fact, place, or object. Early documentary photo
graphy in Europe is
highlighted by travel and expeditionary photography.
1 Helena Wright, Imperishable beauty: Pictures Printed in
Collotype (Washington,
D. C: National Museum of American History, Smithsonian Institute, 1988).
2 Camera Work, 24 (1908). 22
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In the mid nineteenth-century many travel books were mass-produced
and illustrated with original albumen photographs. These popular and
costly publications featured the photographic catalogs of Maxime Du Camp
in the Near East, Francis Frith's large scale images of Egypt, and Roger
Fenton's shocking pictures from the Crimean War.
In the United States Mathew Brady's documentary photographs of the
Civil War chronicled the horrors of war. Brady and his twenty hired
photographers produced over 10,000 negatives of the war. Following the
war, the United States government concentrated on the exploration and
documentation of the geological features of the American West. As a
prelude to westward expansion many geological and geographical survey
teams studied and photographed the Western landscape. The most
famous of these photographers was William Henry Jackson. In 1871, along
with the Hayden Survey, Jackson documented the wonders of the
Yellowstone region. His photographs were used to convince Congress
to establish Yellowstone as a national park. Without a dissenting vote,
Congress in 1872 decreed Yellowstone be set aside for the people.
By the turn of the century, social documentary photography was becoming
a force for political and social change. As a documentary medium, photo
graphy may be best suited as a recorder of the human condition. Jacob Riis,
in his books the Children of the Poor (1898) and How the Other Half Lives
(1890) showed the horrid living conditions of the urban poor. Lewis Hine's
photographs helped to bring about child labor laws by divulging the ex
ploitation of working children. His 1932 book, Men at Work, included
dozens of photographs documenting the construction of the Empire State
Building in New York City. Day by day, he photographed the workers as
the building grew. He walked the girders at incredible heights and
photographed with his view camera and tripod through the completion of
the building. The government-funded Farm Security Administration
photographed the devastation brought on by the Great Depression of the
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1930s. The westward migration, impoverished South, and thousands of
displaced families were documented by Walker Evans, Dorothea Lange,
and Ben Shahn.
With the introduction of Life and Look magazines, documentary photo
graphy entered a golden era. Photographers such as Margaret Bourke-
White, Eugene Smith, Robert Capa, Bruce Davidson, and Andre Kertesz
produced compelling picture stories from the 1940s through the 1980s.
The documentary tradition is alive and well today. Sabastiao Salgado's epic
book Workers is photographed in the manner and with the dedication of
Lewis Hine. This massive work chronicles workers from every region of
the industrial world. Eugene Richards in his prolific manner has
documented drugs, gangs, and violence in the American society. Along
with strong social documentary work, a wide variety of subjects are being
explored in the context of art, journalism, and science. Duke University's
Center for Documentary Studies recently began publication of Double Take
magazine to showcase new work in the field.
Though much of the history of documentary photography may not relate
directly to this thesis project, contemporary and historical photographs
and photo stories influence my perception and approach to photography.
They set a standard and formal aesthetic that transcends time and culture.
The photographs of von Ronald Schmets in his book, vom Schriftgiessen,
Portrat der firma D. Stempel, Frankfurt am Main, are the most similar in
content to my project. They show in detail the design and production of
metal type at the Stempel type foundry. Schmets's photographs have
become a historical document that illustrates a major aspect of the graphic
arts industry that now no longer exists. As with many documentary
photographs their value becomes greater over the course of time. They
stand as a record of our past.
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In the same way, the author used photography to show things we don't
normally see. They are vignettes of the collotype process and provide a
documentary experience that incorporates an aesthetic value as well as a
record of an event. Although these photographs are not intended to
provide a step-by-step "how
to"
guide, they will serve as a narrative in
form and content. The photographs will express a point of view and reflect
personal experiences during the making of a collotype print.
John Szarkowski's description of a photograph is an appropriate statement
about this author's visual process. He states: "Photography is a system of
visual editing. At bottom, it is a matter of surrounding with a frame a
portion of one's cone of vision, while standing in the right place at the
right time. Like chess, or writing it is a matter of choosing from among
given possibilities, but in the case of photography the number of
possibilities is not finite but infinite."1
1 Susan Sontag, On Photography (New York: Dell Publishing Co., 1978), 192.
Chapter Four
The STATEMENT of the PROBLEM
An illustrated guide to contemporary collotype printing that visually
documents the process and materials for one of the finest of photo
mechanical techniques is necessary to preserve its heritage.
Historically, the producers of collotype printing have been secretive and
proprietary in the production of collotype prints. Therefore, knowledge
and information about the collotype industry has been minimal. The last
three commercial printers of collotype in the United States have all
discontinued production during the past twelve years. There has been no
significant documentation of collotype printing in the past ten years.
There are only a handful of individuals in the United States who have the
knowledge to make collotype prints. For all practical purposes this process
is near extinction.
The thesis provides a visual and textual resource as well as a personal
resource for practitioners of this lost art. In addition, the thesis represents a





The primary objective of this thesis was to develop a photographic docu
ment of the collotype printing process. A portfolio of twenty
black-and-
white images illustrate the procedures for making collotype plates and
negatives.
The author determined that Kent Kirby's Light-print Press was the best
location to document this process. There were a number of reasons for this
choice: 1. There are no commercial presses presently printing collotype in
the United States. 2. Kent Kirby, as owner and proprietor of Light-print
Press has tirelessly researched collotype, and in all probability is the
foremost authority on collotype printing. 3. Kent Kirby and Light-print
Press have promoted collotype printing for over twenty-five years.
4. Numerous artists have apprenticed at the press, and many more have
taken workshops there. 5. The author will be able to produce collotypes
while he is documenting the process. 6. Light-print Press may be the only
facility in the United States capable of coating plates. 7. Light-print Press
may be the last remaining studio
dedicated solely to collotype printing in
the United States.
Arrangements were made to work with Kent Kirby and travel to Light-
print Press in Alma, Michigan. To gather essential information for the
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thesis, it was necessary to spend several days at the Press to photograph the
process, make collotype prints, and interview Mr. Kirby. By the end of the
author's stay in Alma, the photographic documentation of the collotype
printing process was completed and an insight into the contemporary
collotype was gained through discussions with Kent Kirby.
List of Photographs
The following is a list of the photographs that were produced to effectively
document the collotype process:
1. Silver Print of "Window in the
Wall."
2. Portrait ofKent Kirby.
3. Masking Negatives.
4. Negative Density Range Data.
5. Exposing the Plate.
6. Still Life of Chemicals.
7. Pre-coating the Metal Plate.
8. Coating the Plate.
9. Drying the Plate.
10. Inking the Slab.
11. Inking the Roller.
12. Dampening the Plate and Blotting the Plate.
13. Inking the Plate with Soft Ink.
14. Masking the Plate.
15. Printing the Plate.
16. Collotype Proof.
17. Photo Micrograph of Reticulation Pattern.
18. Light-Print Studio Pressroom.
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19. Original Collotype of
"Window."
20. Light-Print Press, Alma, Michigan.
Photography Equipment
The following photographic equipment was used to photographically
document the collotype process:
1. Nikon F3, 35mm camera
2. Wide Angle Nikkor lenses






9. (10) 36 exposure rolls of black and white film
10. Polaroid camera
11. Box of Polariod film
Darkroom Equipment
After completing the documentation and research at Light-print Press, the
film was processed, contact-printed, and negatives edited for final selection
in the portfolio. The following equipment was used to print and mount
the documentary portfolios:
1. RIT's SPAS faculty darkroom
2. Omega enlarger with dichroic head





5. B&W chemistry: developer, stop bath, fixer, and hypo clear
6. Print dryer or print drying rack
7. (150) sheets of 8"x
10"
black & white silver printing paper
8. (150) two-ply 8"x
10"
archival mount boards
9. Portfolio boxes for the thesis photographs
Material and Processes of Collotype Printing
In addition to the photographic documentation/portfolio, interviews were
conducted with leading experts of collotype technology in the United
States. Michael Intrator, Tom Reardon, and Kent Kirby have over eighty
years of combined collotype experience. Kent Kirby authored the most
complete book of information about collotype printing. Tom Reardon is
former president of Studley Press, and the Arthur Jaffe Heliochrome Press
which is the last commercial collotype printer in the United States.
Michael Intrator is a consultant for Black Box Collotype. The interviews
with each individual provided a personal view of the collotype printing
process. Insight into commercial collotype printing was gained through
interviews with Intrator and Reardon.
The information gained in the interviews with collotype experts was
incorporated with data obtained through formal research materials.
Technical publications, trade journals publications, and historical




Certain topics were especially relevant during the course of the author's
research. These included:
1. Plate preparation






8. The present state and future of the collotype
The results of this research, combined with the portfolio of photographs
illustrating the process of collotype will help readers to gain a better
understanding of this fine photomechanical process.
Chapter Six
PLATE PREPARATION
Photomechanical processes are those which use a photographic negative
or positive to produce a printing plate or image
carrier.1 Collotype, photo
gravure, and photolithography are all photomechnical processes. In
standard photographic processes, the image is created directly by the expo
sure and subsequent development of the photo-sensitized material. With
photomechanical processes, only the printing plate is created by exposure
and development; the final image is created by inking the plate and
printing it onto paper with an appropriate
press.2
Though it most resembles photogravure or Woodburytype, collotype is
often seen as an extension of lithography. As with lithography, collotype is
based on the chemical antithesis between ink and water. A collotype can be
printed on a lithographic press with lithographic inks, using standard
papers and similar printing techniques to lithography.
This chapter will introduce the various stages of plate preparation, includ
ing discussion of the support materials, gelatin solution, and image. Two
types of plates will be addressed in detail: the film matrix plate (produced
using pan-chromatic photographic
sheet films) and the traditional hand-
coated plate.
1 Leslie Stroebel and Richard Zakia, Encyclopedia of Photography. 3rd ed. (Boston,
London: Focal Press, 1993), 604.
2 Kent Rush, "Collotype Printing From FilmMatrices, An Extension of
Lithography"
The Tamarind Papers (Fall 1987): 80.
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Plate Supports
In spite of great claims for the efficacy of one support material over
another, there is probably little, if any, detectable difference in image
quality that can be traced with certainty to the influence of the
support.1
Collotype prints have been produced using glass, aluminum, galvanized
metal, zinc, litho-graphic stones, mylar, acetate, photographic paper and
film matrix plates. Almost any smooth flat surface that can support the
gelatin layer and is strong enough to withstand water and inking can be
used as a support.
Historically, the two most popular supports are glass and aluminum. As
early as 1868, Joseph Albert chose to use glass plates so he could expose the
gelatin through the bottom of the plate. Even today, Germany's two
remaining collotype printers use glass plates as their gelatin support. They
use glass that has a thickness of approximately one-quarter to one-half
inch. Glass plates were used mostly by printers that were not using rotary
presses. Glass provides a clean structurally sound surface that is ideal for
printing collotype. Aluminum plates, however, became the standard for
high-speed presses, since glass was susceptible to breakage and could not be
used on a rotary press.
Because of the industry's use of rotary presses, aluminum plates became
the most commonly used support in this
country.2 Black Box Collotype
developed a tri-metal plate for their high-speed presses. The plates
consisted of aluminum, magnesium, and zinc. As many as 10,000 impres




3 Interview with Michael Intrator, May 9, 1997.
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Plates must be prepared for the coating of the bichromate/gelatin solution.
The first step is to establish a tooth on the support that will allow the
gelatin to adhere to the surface. This is achieved by using a very fine grain
#220 carborundum to uniformly grind the support surface. After
thoroughly washing and drying, metal plates are counteretched with
full-
strength vinegar to remove all traces of oxidization. The counteretch
should be at the same temperature
(130
F) as the ground support. Once
the temperature is reached, the counteretch should be applied with an
acid-resistant brush followed immediately by the application of the gelatin
layer.i
A substratum is used to strengthen the bond between the gelatin and the
support. Many different formulas were tried but research shows that ale or
stale beer was a favorite substratum. It has been suggested that the malt
content, when hardened, forms a film which holds gelatin on the glass.
The use of ale is mentioned as far back as 1893.2 A typical substratum

















Gelatin's ability to harden in a tanning action when combined with potas
sium bichromate and exposed to light produces the relief image that is
essential to collotype printing. Gelatin is a natural organic protein that is
extracted from animal hides and bone. Gelatin that is prepared from beef
skin and bone, and then combined with lime seems to be the most
effective for collotype printing.
The rating of gelatin, known as bloom, is a measure of its hardness. Softer
gelatins have a bloom rating of 150-175 while hard gelatins have a rating
of 225-250. A medium gelatin with a rating of 175-225 is best for printing
collotype. This allows for an appropriate amount of moisture absorption
to occur during the printing process. This water-absorbing property of
gelatin makes it ideal for collotype printing.
Coating the Plate
In preparing the gelatin for the plate it is
essential that all air bubbles be
removed from the solution. The most effective method for removing the
bubbles requires alternate heating and cooling of the solution. After
initially mixing and combining the gelatin and bichromate solutions, the
mixture must be frozen. Once the gelatin solution has frozen it must be
melted to
130
degrees, cooled in a refrigerator, and finally reheated to
130
after which can be poured onto the plate.
The plate may contain up to
three coatings by the time the gelatin is
applied. The first coating is the
vinegar counteretch, the second is the
substratum, while the third is another
application of vinegar to aid in
flowing the gelatin.
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If the plate is to be coated using a whirler and oven combination, the oven
containing the plate must be brought up to 130. Once the oven is up to
temperature and the gelatin solution is at 130, the gelatin can be poured.
The following are the steps in order:
1. Attach the plate to the whirler's face plate. Close the door and
turn on the heater. Mix and heat the gelatin, counteretch, and
substratum.
2. When the oven reaches temperature open the doors and turn off
the whirler. Brush on the counteretch solution and the substratum.
Close the doors and allow the plate to spin dry.
3. Insert a centering bar to help control the placement of the pour,
and pour on the hot vinegar to aid the flow of the gelatin.
4. Using the centering bar as a guide, pour the heated gelatin at the
center of the plate. Continue pouring to the edge of the plate with a
gradual increase of gelatin toward the perimeter of the plate.
5. When coating is complete, close the doors of the oven. Leave the
heaters on for thirty minutes, and then turn them off; with the
whirler still on, allow the oven to cool down gradually. When the
oven reaches room temperature the plate may be
removed.i
This is one of many varying types of procedures
for coating plates. Most
collotype printing establishments
used proprietary techniques in gelatin
preparation and plate coating. Their procedures were very secretive and
were seldom, if ever, divulged. While the author was documenting the
contemporary plate coating
procedures at Light-print Press, Kent Kirby
demonstrated an alternative plate-coating technique:
1 Kirby, 66.
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1. Attach a clean galvanized metal plate to the whirler's plate face.
Turn on the heater to 100.
2. Brush on a liquid that contains one part alcohol to two parts
water mixed with a tiny amount of Dow anti-foam to keep the
bubbles out. This solution allows the gelatin to retain its
temperature while being poured onto a cool plate.
3. As soon as the gelatin solution reaches 130, pour onto the plate
using the same pouring technique described earlier.




The viscosity of the gelatin and water mixture at
130
and the 33 rpm
speed of the rotating whirler result in a gelatin thickness of 1.5 mm. The
combination of temperature, whirler rpm's, and the gelatin solution
determine the thickness of the gelatin on the dry plate. The following is
one of many formulas for the gelatin solution. It is from Kent Kirby's
book, Studio Collotype:
Solution A











Potassium Alum one drop
Formalin one drop
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Slowly stir the gelatin into the water until it is evenly dispersed. Allow the
mixture to stand for at least 30 minutes so that the gelatin can absorb the
water, swell, and set. During this process mix solution B in a separate
container. Once solution A has set, heat in a double boiler until melted,
slowly stir in solution B, and heat the combined mixture to
130
F. As
previously mentioned the heated gelatin must be frozen, reheated, cooled,
and finally reheated to
130
F. to minimize air bubbles in the gelatin. In
addition, it is often advised to use a very fine mesh screen to filter the
gelatin solution before coating the plate to remove dust and lint.
This formula will coat one 8"x
10"
plate, the potassium alum and form
alin are hardeners that will lengthen the plate's life. The hardener is
optional for limited editions, but is necessary for extended print runs or
commercial printing. It can also be useful in reducing the inevitable
swelling of the plate, thus enhancing fine detail from the plate to the print.
Matrix Film
A cross-section of the collotype plate would show a support, sometimes a
substratum to help adhere the gelatin to the support, and a gelatin layer.
This is similar to the cross-section of panchromatic photographic film. The
kindred relationship of collotype to photography
began in the early 1860s.
Just as collotypist have had to coat their plates with a gelatin solution,
early photographers coated
glass plates with a collodian solution. Though
the coating of plates by photographers did not require the craft and skill
that coating collotype plates requires,
the connection to the photographic
plate and collotype plate is apparent.
Most contemporary collotype
printmakers find the process of plate-coating
time-consuming and unnecessary.
The use of commercial sheet films has,
therefore, become a popular and effective alternative
to coating plates.
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Commercial sheet films consist of an acetate base which supports a layer of
gelatin containing silver halide crystals. The acetate backing acts as the
collotype support, but the gelatin must be re-sensitised with ammonium
or potassium bichromate for the plate exposure.
Kodak Ektapan is the preferred choice of commercial films. Two films that
are no longer being made, but which make excellent plate material, are
Kodak's Super XX Pan film and Dye Transfer Matrix film 4150. These films
print well because their gelatin layer is thicker than most commercial
films. Ortho films can't be used because they lack a gelatin layer.
The following procedures are used to sensitize and expose the film matrix:
Measure 30 grams of ammonium bichromate and mix along with 3
drops of Photo-flo into one liter of distilled water at
68
F. Stir until
the crystals are dissolved. This is a 3% solution, and is enough to
sensitize two 11x14 inch sheets.
Safety Note: Chemical mixing should be done wearing rubber
gloves and dust mask. Many photographic chemicals are
suspected carcinogens. These chemicals should be disposed of
at an authorized chemical disposal site to avoid contamin
ation to the environment
To sensitize the matrix, place the film in a tray larger than the film.
With the film emulsion side up, agitate intermittently for ten
minutes making sure that the
film is always submerged. Hang the
film to dry for a minimum of three hours. Expose the plate shortly
after drying to minimize
fogging.i
1 Kent Rush, From an unpublished revised version of his "Collotype Printing from
Film
Matrices"
The Tamarand Papers (Fall 1987).
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Plate Exposure
The sensitized collotype plate may be exposed to any light source that
includes the ultraviolet part of the spectrum. Whatever light source is
used exposures must remain consistant. Experienced collotype printers
suggest long exposures of twelve minutes are needed to produce a proper
plate. They contend that short exposures
"shock"
the plate. Exposures
from three to fifteen minute are recommended. Kent Rush mentioned
that he has exposed plates from 75 seconds under direct sunlight to 3-5
minutes under a 1000 watt light source to 15 minutes under an aged 500-
watt photoflood.
A brownish latent image will appear on the plate after exposure. A range
of tones with all tones visible should be seen on the plate. If the tones are
not visible and the negative is still in registration, continue to expose the
plate. Overexposure is generally indicated when a strong brown latent
image is seen. Below are the basic steps for exposing the plate:
1. Clean the contact frame or vacuum frame glass.
2. Mask the margins of the negative with golden rod paper,
Ruby-
lith or Amberlith to prevent unwanted exposure on the plate edges.
3. Under safelight, place the negative on a light table that has been
covered with a yellow filter to avoid fogging the plate. The image/
negative should be taped to the film matrix plate and exposed
"wrong
reading,"
as it will be reversed in printing.i
4. Place the plate and image under the exposure system with the
plate emulsion facing the light source. Set the timer, make sure
there is firm contact between the image and plate, and expose.
1 Rush, 80.
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5. It is recommended that a step-wedge test, made on a strip of
sensitized film, be exposed, developed, and inked. This process will
determine proper exposures that print fine gradations of tone in the
highlights and strong blacks in the shadows.
6. Once the plate is properly exposed, itmust be separated from the
negative and placed in a tray of tap water at
60
F. The bichromate
will migrate into the water. Two separate baths are used to soak the
bichromate out of the plate. After the yellow bichromate has been
removed from the plate, the plate is rinsed in running water for
about twenty minutes to remove all traces of the bichromate.
Finally, the plate is soaked in Photo-flo for thirty seconds then hung
to dry. Glass platesmay be rested on their edges to dry.
The Negative
To ensure consistent plate exposures and contrast, each negative to be
printed must have a similar density range. The density range of a
particular negative can be determined by subtracting the negative high
light density from the shadow density. The ideal density range for printing
collotype is 1.20. In photographic terms, such a negative would be
considered slightly flat. The following shows a negative's density range as






One identifying feature of a collotype print is a characteristic grain or
reticulation pattern that is inherent in the gelatin layer. The size of this
worm-like configuration is affected by many factors. In 1904 R. B.
Fishendon listed a number of grain variables, including the following:1
Soft gelatin produces a more pronounced grain than hard gelatin.
Thicker layers are grainier than thin ones.
Plates dried at low temperatures produce more grain than those
quickly dried.
Plates sensitized with higher proportions of bichromate produce
more grain.
Plates printed soon after drying have more pronounced grain than
plates printed several days later.
Though Fishendon doesn't list water temperature as a cause of grain, it is
widely known that grain in photographic emulsions is greatly influenced
by changes in water temperature during film processing or washing. It
should be noted that film matrix plates reveal very little if any grain. In
some cases the reticulation structure may be finer than that of the paper.






The collotype printing process has been used to produce editions of one to
ten thousand on high speed rotary presses and on hand-pulled etching
presses. Each press run has any number of variables that can result in
failure for the pressman or printmaker. Minimal changes in plate expo
sure, humidity, ink viscosity, or environmental conditions can change the
characteristics of the collotype print.
The following summery describes the procedure for making a collotype
print1
.
1. Prepare several margin masking sheets and cut or tear proof
paper and printing paper to size. Place these in the pressroom
twelve hours before printing. Turn on and set the humidifier for
50-60%.
2. Cut the plate to size then firmly mount it to the press bed/slate
with two inch plastic tape or glue with spray photo-mount
adhesive.
3. Fully dampen the plate for 30 minutes. Leave excess dampening
solution on the plate and occasionally massage it around the plate





4. Mix the stiff ink and roll it out on the slab.
5. Gently blot the plate free of moisture and make several passes
over the plate with a cleaning roller. Set the press and run several
uninked impressions on proof paper.
6. Ink the plate and proof the print.
7. Adjust the ink as proof suggests. Introduce hardener or
dampening solution, if needed. Re-dampen the plate, blot, and roll
with a cleaning roller.
8. Re-ink the plate and cut or lay out the margin mask.
9. Proof on good paper. Make adjustments to ink if necessary.
10. Mix the second, soft ink, if it is used. Proof with both inks.
11. Re-ink the plate, layout the margin mask, and begin the edition.
Dampening Solution
An analogy might be made that
in printing collotype one is essentially
printing from the surface of a
sponge which, when properly prepared,
contains water, glycerine, and perhaps small amounts
of other substances.1
This combination of water, glycerine, etc. is used as a dampening solution.
A dampening solution is critical to collotype printing. There are as.many
formulas for dampening solutions as there are gelatin formulas. The
following formula comes from Wilson's Photo-engraving.
2
1 Kirby, 94.
2 Edward L.Wilson, Photo-Engraving, Photo-Etching and Photo-Lithography in line





Hyposulphite of soda, nitrate of potash, common salt, sodium chloride,
and other chemicals have been used as part of this formula. The damp
ening solution is absorbed into the gelatin relative to the amount that the
gelatin has been hardened by exposure. Water rejects the ink, ammonia
helps the gelatin to absorb more of the solution and glycerine helps retain
the moisture within the gelatin.
This solution is used to
"prime"
the plate. It can be added to the plate at
any time and must be added whenever the plate becomes dry. A softrhair
Japanese
"Hake"
brush or commercial paint roller can be used to apply the
solution to the plate. Soft fine-pore photographic sponges or lint free paper
towels, used with rubber cleaning rollers, can be used as blotters.
Dry plates lose image sharpness while black areas no longer print full
tones because the ink won't separate from the plate. Conversely,
overdampend plates print with a grainy appearance, loss of midtones, and
the plate may not accept the
ink.1
Inking for Collotype Printing
As mentioned in earlier chapters, there have been any number of presses
that were designed for or later adapted for collotype printing. Printing with
a flatbed press, specifically the




It seems to be the case that each step in the collotype process is critical to its
success. The technique of inking the plate and balancing the damping
solution to the ink is especially important for a good final print.
Rollers
A smooth surfaced rubber or urethane roller is best for hand printing. The
roller should allow for maximum control of speed, pressure, and direction
of the roll. A proofing brayer that is ten inches long and three inches in
diameter can be used to remove excess moisture and to remove ink. Two
lithographic rollers should be used to apply ink, one to apply the stiff ink
and one for the soft ink. The diameter of the roller can affect the contrast
of the print. A small lightweight roller produces contrast by snapping up
ink from the lighter areas of the image, whereas larger rollers tend to
produce tone in the highlights by leaving more ink on the plate.1
Collotype Printing Ink
Collotype or photogelatin inks are very stiff. Such inks are available from
Handsche Chemical Company of Chicago. Standard lithographic inks are
readily available and they also work well for collotype printing.
Photogelatin ink is an extremely dense, stiff ink. It may be softened with
litho varnish. A soft ink will produce a flat/low contrast while the hard
ink produces high contrast because it is rejected by the water retained in
the highlight area. The key to collotype printing is in finding the perfect
contrast balance as the ink is released to the paper by the plate. To achieve
that contrast most collotypist use a combination of two separate inks.
1 Rush, Revised edition.
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The following formulas for a hard ink and a soft ink from Light-print
Press were used in printing the collotypes for this thesis project:
Stiff Ink
Photogelatin ink 4 parts
Rubber base ink, #8 litho varnish,
or litho ink 1 part
Soft Ink
Photogelatin ink 2 parts
Rubber base ink, #8 litho varnish,
or litho ink 2 parts
Collotypist Kent Rush notes that some collotypes print very well with an
ink straight from the can, such as Daniel Smith's monastral blue; others
require a suffer ink. It is a good practice to mix two inks to an
approximated viscosity, than to mix two alternates: one stiffer, adding
Magnesium carbonate; the other looser, adding a few drops of #3 litho
varnish.1 Patience during the proofing process is necessary for optimal
results. The printer must be willing to scrape ink slabs, clean rollers and
roll out new inks.
Lithographic varnish is made from linseed oil and comes in various
grades from
"00"
to #8. The lower numbers reduce ink and make is
greasier and the higher numbers stiffen the ink and add to its tack.
Magnesium Carbonate is used both as a tranparentizing agent and an ink
body stiffener. Its effect is to dry and reduce the inks tack. Petroleum jelly






Once the plate is ready to print, the ink slab must be prepared. An amount
of photogelatin ink (plus the modifiers) about the size of a walnut is
enough to pull an edition of fifteen 8x10 inch prints.
Using the stiff ink, a line of ink is spread onto the presses reciprocating
roller. The roller is run until fully covered with a thin coating of ink. If an
etching press is used, a second slab will be needed for the stiff ink. A
smooth ribbon of soft ink is spread across the top of the slab. The amount
used to print the plate is minimal. The inking roller must be lightly
touched into the ink ribbon and rolled back and forth over the glass slab.
This procedure will produce a very thin layer of ink that will be applied to
the roller and then rolled onto the plate.
After preparing the slab and the press roller with the stiff ink the plate is
ready to be inked. The stiff ink must be rolled up over the plate until an
even layer of ink is in place and the image looks normal. The plate will
need a thorough inking to even out irregularities and to ensure highlight
tonal separation. The plate can be proofed at this point. The soft ink
should be rolled up on top of the stiff ink to control the midtones and the
highlights and to extend the tonality of the print. Hard ink will not stick to
the soft ink, therefore the soft ink must be rolled onto the hard ink.
A variety of hand rolling
techniques are used to achieve different results:1
A heavier layer of ink on the roller deposits more ink on the plate
than a thinner layer.
Light pressure with moderate speed deposits ink evenly over the
entire plate. Use this for normal printing.
1 Kirby. 114.
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Heavy pressure with slow roller speed deposits ink in tonal areas,
but shadows remain gray, this technique can be used on damp or
slightly underexposed plates.
Heavy pressure with high roller speed deposits a little ink in a
contrasty manner. This roll can be used to clear shadows.
Light pressure with high speed deposits a slightly contrasty image.
This is used last to clear highlights, reduce haze and sharpen detail.
After experimentation with the ink viscosity, hartd-rolling techniques,
and plate dampening a final proof can be made. To begin printing the
edition, the plate mask should be put into place after-which approximately
ten prints can be made without re-inking or re-dampening.
Double printing, known as double-dropping, can be used to achieve
intense blacks or it may be used for duotone printing. For duotone prints,
a soft ink of light color is used for the first pass. The plate should then be
inked with a stiffer darker colored ink for the second pass. This creates a
split-tone effect.
Paper
Collotype printing requires a smooth-surface, heavily sized, matt,
uncoated paper. Arches 88, Mohawk Superfine, and Rives BFK, are
suggested, and most lithographic paper can be used. Corse papers wear
down the plate while glossy paper sometimes
sticks to the plate.
Trouble Shooting
Spotted impressions: These are shiny light spots on the
plate. They are
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usually the result of excess surface moisture. The plate surface needs
to be reblotted to remove the excess moisture and reveal a matt
plate appearance.
Uneven inking: Gelatin layers of uneven thickness take ink unevenly.
Hand coated plates are susceptible to uneven coating.
The plate refuses ink: If the plate refuses ink after dampening, the plate
may be underexposed. The gelatin may be too thick, thereby
retaining to much moisture to accept the ink. Moisture can be
removed from the plate by printing uninked impressions.
Flat prints: Flat prints may be the result of a thin gelatin layer or ink that
is too greasy. A stiffer ink and a brisk roll can help along withmore
dampening. Another possibilty is that the plate is overexposed.
Sticky plates: These plates are the result of soft gelatin. They print with soft
detail. One drop per 100 ml of dampening solution of a hardener,
formalin or potassium alum can be useful in hardening the plate.1
Care of Plates After Printing
When printing is completed,
plates that are in good condition can be
stored for several months. While the plate is still on the press, its surface
should be cleaned with dampening solution and a few drops of mineral
spirits to remove the remaining ink. The
plate should then be removed
from the press and placed face down on paper. The photo mount spray
adhesive is removed with solvent. Next, the plate is washed in circulating
water for an hour. After washing, the plate should be agitated in photo-flo
and hung to dry. The plate may




THE STATE of COLLOTYPE
In his 1991 Printing History article, "Collotype Prince of the Printing Pro
cesses,"
Tom Reardon and Kent Kirby send out a rally call for young
print-
makers to discover the virtues of the collotype.1 Regrettably this call has
fallen on deaf ears. As electronic applications become the norm within the
photographic and graphic arts industry, traditional-hand worked photo
mechanical processes have become obsolete with some nearly extinct.
Post-modern thought does not see a justification for the necessary time
involvement that many arts and crafts require. These processes are seen as
slow and costly.
The 1980s marked the demise of the commercial collotype industry. By
1990 there were no commercial collotype printers left in the United States.
A number of universities were using collotype for book arts and
alternative methods of photographic printing and printmaking. Arizona
State University's Visual Arts Research Studios coordinated a series of
artist collaborations that produced collotype prints for artists books. This
program, directed by Leonard Lehrer, lost funding in the early 1990s.
Collotype printmaking is still offered as a course of study in the studio arts
and is a popular option for the students. The author's research indicates




Presently, several companies are printing collotype in Europe. There are
two collotype printing establishments in Germany. The Leipziger
Lichtdruck Werkstatt in Leipzig has begun to work with artists on limited
edition collotype portfolios. They are printing on one-hundred-year-old
flat bed presses with hand-coated glass plates in the age old collotype
tradition. Christina Muller heads up marketing for the firm. Lichtdruck
Grafisches Zentrum fur Druckkunst in Dresden is printing with similar
presses and glass plates. They primarily print color art and facsimile
reproductions for museums and galleries. Ms. Leibiger of Lichtdruck says
their youngest platemaker has been with the firm for forty years.1 Each
firm is able to do a minimal amount of collotype printing to survive.
Alinari of Italy has recently revived their collotype studio to produce
reproductions from their archive. The author has been told, that in the
future, the Alinari Archive will post information on an IBM web site that
will contain extensive information about the collotype process.
Michael Intrator, of Black Box Collotype, indicated that they are preparing
to refit their collotype presses for Aquatone printing. Similar to collotye,
this process involves exposing a random-dot screen onto
a tri-metal plate
coated with sensitized gelatin.
Today, the primary practitioners of collotype printing
are a handful of
printmakers that are enamored with the delicate continuous tones and
latitude that the process offers.
One of the reasons for the demise of the collotype is the difficulty in
making a high quality
print. Tom Reardon of Studly Press says that "every
new negative was a and the process had a "million variations
that had to be approached in a trial and error
approach."2
1 Interview withMs. Leibiger of LichtdruckGrafisches
Zentrum fur Druckkunst,
May 1, 1997.
2 Interview with Tom Reardon,May 9, 1997
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Kent Kirby states that: "I do everything I can to be consistent, and this is
still the most inconsistent process that I have ever dealt with. I've noticed
that if I'm in the studio for a period of time and I'm working on
something for six weeks, by the end of that time I'm more consistent. If I
come in once a month it is very inconsistent even if I'm doing the same
process."1
The most important factor contributing to the downfall of the collotype
process was the secrecy that persisted throughout the industry. Even
within individual shops there was a lack of knowledge amound workers
about the complete process. The plate makers knew how to make plates,
but didn't know how to print the plate, while the printers didn't know
how to coat the plates.
Tom Reardon purchased his collotype formulas from Harry Lerner of
Triton Press before that shop closed. He tells the story of how Lerner
would mix the hardener for the gelatin plates at his home every Sunday.
On Monday he would hand a small jar to his platemaker and tell him to
add four drops to the gelatin solution. To this day, Lerner is the only one
who knows that formula. In 1980 Tom Reardon purchased the Jaffe Press.
He says: "It was like a religious ceremony when I received the formulas
from Jaffe."2 They had been the sole property of that company for one
hundred years.
One needs to experience the difficulty of making a collotype in 1997, that
twenty years before were made by the thousands, to realize the loss of
knowledge, expertise, and even materials for making a high quality
collotype print.3Most contemporary collotypists are retired or deceased.
Most of the older collotypist refuse to share their knowledge of the process.
1 Interview with Kent Kirby, February 23, 1997
2 Interview with Tom Reardon,May 9, 1997
3 James Hajicek, "Past Perfect, Present and Future
Possibilities"
Collaborative Work
(Tempe, Az.: Arizona State University, 1986),
33.
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Kent Kirby points out that the collotype was "a process of mystery, hidden
in each print shop, its techniques seldom revealed in print, it practitioners
sworn to secrecy."1
The January 1988 opening for the Imperishable Beauty exhibition in the
Hall of Printing and Graphic Arts of the National Museum of American
History, Smithsonian Institute sums up the state of collotype. Just a few
years ago the exhibition, sponsored by the Austrian Embassy and curated
by Helena E. Wright, brought together the greatest collotypists in the world
for one glorious night as a swan song of commercial collotype. Helena
Wright and Kent Kirby describe an evening where the pride of these
collotypists was evident in their attitude and conversations, and
substantiated by the high quality of work on the walls. As these old, retired
collotypists admired each others work and patted each other on the back,
they continued to lie about their process and refused even then to reveal
the secrets of their trade. Their secrets would die with them just as the
collotype industry has.
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